'SURPRISES OF REPERUSAL': REFLECTIONS ON A 'FIGURE IN THE CARPET' TEXTSHOP
The seven critical papers discussed in the foregoing chapter are best read in their dialogic sequence, in their effort to trace 'in other words the figure in the carpet through every convolution' (FIe, p. 303). Despite their understandable desire for hermeneutic closure, the students who participated in this experiment chose to follow James in a process of reperusal and 'watched renewal [which is] livelier than that of the accepted repetition', producing 'so many more of the shining silver fish afloat in the deep sea of one's own endeavour than the net of the widest casting could pretend to gather in' (The Art of the Novel, p. 345). Rather than contain the process of figural revision triggered by their critical rewriting, these readers felt encouraged to explore the 'wealth of margin', the site where meaning is produced in the interaction between text and reader. Their attention was thus turned on the interpretive activities (gap-filling, selection, integration, schematisation, restructuring) and modes of critical articulation available to readers who wish to channel their hermeneutic interest into a productive mode of criticism.
Students often receive with trepidation their new interpretive empowerment and responsibilities. Freed from an inhibiting adherence to the cannons of 'objective' interpretation, they become more aware of the unsettling, restructuring effects that reading has both on the world of the text and on their own stock of experiences. My procedure, detailed in the next section of this chapter, is to guide the students' attention through re-reading and selfconscious, explorative criticism to those areas of textual difficulty that have elicited negative or problematic responses during first reading. Asked to explain and judge their responses, students begin to grasp the complex interrelation between the text's ideology and their own interpretive grids. I further urge them to explore the personal interests and beliefs that shape their critical narratives. The experiential 'self-understanding' sought by readerresponse must be accompanied by a critical inquiry into the rhetorical situation of reading that 'effects an understanding for others, in a special way, of the text'. 1 Ideally, our 'stories of reading' should interweave a personal, associative narrative, with a critical refiguration of the text in terms of its irreducible 'otherness'.
The prevailing story of reading in our 'Figure in the Carpet'
